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Abstract

ometry promises a convenient method to simulate listenerspecific HRTFs.

In the context of computational acoustics, a detailed
evaluation of various 3-D scanning methods for the purpose of capturing the geometry of the human pinna (the visible part of the ear) is presented. Over 80 full 3-D scans of
the head and ears of three subjects were performed with six
different 3-D scanning methods, including photogrammetry
with nine different camera and texturing options. We provide a numerical comparison of the scanning performance
in terms of accuracy and completeness, and show the effect of ambient occlusion on the accuracy. The numerical
and practical issues for scanning the ears for computational
acoustics are discussed.

While the exact requirements on the geometry for HRTF
simulation are still subject to research, the available accuracy and practical implications of current state-of-the art
scanning methods are not fully explored yet, in particular
with respect to scanning ears. Thus, this work investigates
mobile non-contact 3-D surface scanning methods that are
applicable at living ears and heads with a special focus
on photogrammetry [16, 17] because of its perspective at
consumer-grade scanning for applications offering personalized HRTF-enabled audio equipment. Note that available
comparisons of the performance of long-range 3-D laser
scanners, either mutually [1, 7], or by comparing a single
laser scanner with photogrammetry [10, 8] do not apply to
our requirements because the accuracy of long-range scanners is usually too low for our application. Also, volumetric
methods like computer tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging have been excluded from our study because
compared to the acoustic HRTF measurements, they do not
provide any advantages in terms of scan time, size or cost,
and in the case of CT, at the price of exposure to x-ray radiation.

1. Introduction
Our particular interest in scanning the pinna is rooted
in computational acoustics, where knowledge of the socalled head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) is required
[12]. HRTFs describe the directional filtering of the incoming sound by the torso, head, and pinna, recorded in
the ear canal of a listener [12]. While HRTFs in the
frequency range up to 16 kHz are required for accurate
sound reproduction, they depend on the specific features of
the pinna geometry especially in frequencies above 4 kHz
[12]. Therefore, for binaural audio reproduction systems,
listener-specific HRTFs are of interest.
HRTFs are usually acquired in acoustic measurements
[11] and require the listener sitting motionless on a rotating
chair surrounded by loudspeakers in an anechoic chamber
with microphones placed in the ear canals. The measurements last for tens of minutes, are tedious and uncomfortable. Thus, much effort is put into the development of noncontact measurement methods for capturing HRTFs like numerical calculation of HRTFs from optically scanned geometry (e.g., [9]). A mobile and non-contact scan of the ear ge-

Although this work originates from questions in computational acoustics, it can also be valuable for applications
in fields like ear biometrics [6], forensics [13], or scans of
the inner parts for the design of hearing aid devices [14].
The results of our study can be also seen as a general evaluation of non-contact, near-field, full 3-D surface scanning
methods, especially for complicated geometries with many
undercuts.
In the following we describe the evaluation of near-field
full 3-D surface scanning methods for over 80 full 3-D
scans. For the data analysis, we adapted various mesh comparison techniques for an automated comparison and evaluate the ambient occlusion of mesh parts as an indicator for
the scan performance.
1

2. Scanning ears in general and related work
Scanning ears with a single method has been investigated, e.g., in acoustics [9] and biometrics [6], and it
seems to be challenging in various ways: Pinna geometry
has many undercuts and deep cavities, yielding occlusions
which are well-known to pose difficulties for surface scanning methods. Shoulders and hair may block views and
make scanning from all directions difficult. Ears are not
rigid and may deform between scans or even during the
same scan. Furthermore, body hair adds a further layer of
deformable complex geometry, which seems to be acoustically irrelevant but may interfere with the visual scans.
Also, human skin performs complex light interaction (reflections, subsurface scattering) which might produce scanning artefacts.
A comparison of various methods seems to be a gap in
the literature. Probably closest to ours is the comparison
of five 3-D scanning methods for scanning faces [2]. For
the ground-truth reference geometries, they used ten synthetic face masks made of a white solid plastic polymer.
While this method allowed them to precisely compare between the scanning methods, the polymer ”scans well, and
does not pose the challenges to a scanner that skin does with
its translucency” [2]. In our work, we were interested in in
vivo scan performance on human ears.

3. Methods

ing the scans. Each method is labeled with a 3 letter code
throughout this work.
3.2.1

MET: Metris ModelMaker MMD200

MET2 is a hand-held device (now offered by Nikon) that
triangulates line profiles by projecting a sheet of laser light,
detected by a rigidly connected camera. The laser power
was set using the auto-leveling function while pointing on
skin. Scanning was performed by slowly sweeping the
laser line in single continuous stripe movements from different angles, making post-alignment possible and typically
increasing the scan quality. The scanner is attached to
a MCA3600M7 7-axis coordinate measurement arm. All
scans are directly registered in a common coordinate system, as long as the subject does not move. Although the
subjects had their head resting on a post, some motion was
unavoidable. Therefore, we scanned in individual dense
stripes that were realigned as a post-process. Best-fit alignment and mesh merging (PolyWorks V103 ) were used to
create two datasets, one with best-fit alignment (BFA) until
convergence and the other (MET 2) with BFA performed
only twice. Scanning lasted for a long time, mainly caused
by the stripe scanning pattern, which introduced redundant samples while trying to capture stripes from different
views and noticeable system setup times before the system
is ready to scan the next stripe. Also, the restraining measurement arm made the scan inconvenient for the operator.

3.1. Subjects and procedure
Ears of three human subjects were scanned. The subjects’ ears covered a range of potential difficulties in the
scans. S1 had small ears and medium length hair, S2 had
larger ears with narrow cavities and long hair, and S3 had
large ears with more open cavities and short hair.1
For each subject, both ears were scanned once, using the
scanning methods described below. During the scans subjects wore a custom cap with holes for the ears in order to
cover sculp hair, which otherwise might cloak the ears and
interfere with the scanning process. The scans lasted up to
one hour per subject.
Further, a plaster mold of the left ear of S2 was scanned.
Compared to the skin, the plaster is more rigid and its surface is nearly diffuse. Thus, scans performed on the plaster
mold aimed at providing a useful information on the effect
of rigidity and problematic surface properties of living skin.
All scans were performed over the course of 6 months.

3.2. Scanning methods
In this section, we will briefly introduce the selected
scanning methods and outline practical implications dur1 Note

that Subjects S1–3 correspond to Subjects NH131, NH130 and
NH5 respectively in the HRTF Database of the Acoustic Research Institute
(available at http://www.kfs.oeaw.ac.at/hrtf/).

3.2.2

ZSC: ZCorp. ZScanner 700CX

The scanning technology of the hand-held device ZSC4 is
similar to MET but it projects two laser sheets at a 90◦
angle in order to get a denser coverage in a single sweep.
The biggest difference is the use of optical tracking that operates on retro-reflective markers randomly placed on the
subject. Therefore, slight variations in the subject’s pose
did not introduce large errors and the operator was not restrained in movements. The accompanying software allowed arbitrary scan motions, and computed a mesh representation that is apparently exported from an intermediate
voxel-representation. These features made scanning convenient and resulted in a short actual scanning time, even
though a pre-selection of the scanning volume had to be
performed.
3.2.3

MIN: Minolta VIVID-9i

5

MIN performs light-sectioning using a laser plane, which
is swept via a galvanic mirror over the scanned volume and
2 http://www.nikonmetrology.com
3 http://www.polyworks.com
4 http://www.zcorp.com
5 http://sensing.konicaminolta.asia

captured by a static camera generating a depth image. In
our setup, one scan was composed of three laser sweeps
with different laser powers lasting for about 4 seconds during which the subject was not allowed to move. For a full
3-D model, depth images from multiple views were combined. In our scans we combined per subject on average 12
views for the head and 19 for each ear. A view change took
approximately 30 s, since the scanner is heavy and autofocus was slow. Since a direct alignment method was not
supported by the scanner, the caps were augmented with
wooden spheres which can be detected and used for automatic alignment (Geomagic6 ). However, detection and
alignment failed in approximately 30% of depth images,
and had to be corrected manually. The scans were merged
into a polygon model similar to MET (Polyworks), but the
spheres were manually removed in all scans to yield a robust BFA. The plaster ear was scanned on a turntable which
provided reliable alignment data. To study the influence of
creating dedicated ear scans, we included datasets created
from head-scans only (postfixed ho).
3.2.4

BRE: Breuckmann Smart Scan 3D HE

BRE7 is based on white-light stripe projection, using time
sequential structured light scanning with 7 gray code and
4 phase slides. A two-camera wide setup with 15 and 30
degrees between projector and cameras (equipped with M
lenses) was used for the scans, and handling was similar
to MIN. A view change took approximately 30 s and each
scan took about 2 to 4 s (depending on noise reduction settings) during which the subject was not allowed to move.
Scan alignment was performed manually after each scan by
specifying corresponding points. We do not have any information concerning the post-processing effort since this was
performed by a Breuckmann operator who provided a “raw”
and a “processed” version for each scan (postfixed raw and
pro).
3.2.5

ART: Artec S and Artec MHT

8

ART are hand-held scanners based on structured light using a white light flash. In contrast to time sequential structured light techniques, a full depth image is generated with
each flash with a frame rate of up to 15 Hz. Tracking is performed in real-time based on the geometry captured. When
tracking is lost, it can be regained by getting back to the
last tracked position, or a new scan can be started which has
to be manually aligned in the software by indicating corresponding points. Similar to ZSC the subject was allowed
to move moderately. The small-scale S-model was used for
the ears, and the medium-scale MHT-model for the head.
6 Geomagic

Studio 2012, http://www.geomagic.com.

7 http://www.breuckmann.com
8 http://www.artec3d.com

Scanning was performed by an experienced representative
of Artec. Each sub-scan was performed in approximately
30 s long scans, totaling to about 2 to 3 minutes per ear or
head. After the scanning process, the meshes were stitched
and finished using Artec Studio 8.0.
3.2.6

Pxy: Photogrammetry

Multi-view reconstruction was used to generate 3-D models
from photographs. Since these methods require sufficiently
textured surfaces, we placed stickers with pseudo-random
patterns on the caps to aid automatic alignment.
In order to study the effect of texture on the reconstruction quality, we photographed each subject under three
conditions: U) with undecorated ears, M) with approx.
50 marker-stickers with pseudo-random patterns applied all
over each ear, and S) with black water color sprayed all over
each ear to produce a dense random pattern.
In order to study the effect of the camera we also captured each scene with three different cameras: N) professional camera equipment (Nikon9 ) operated by a professional photographer, F) a pocket camera (Fujifilm FinePix
F30) without flash, and P) a smart-phone camera (Samsung
Galaxy S2 i9100) without flash.
Each subject was captured with most of those nine conditions. Each condition is labeled by a three letter code P +
decoration + camera.
On average, we took 58 head and 114 photos per ear
with the professional equipment (N), and 36 head and 47
ear photos with the other two cameras. For processing we
used Agisoft PhotoScan 0.8.5 Build 1423 (64-bit)10 . Blurry
photos were removed manually, and photo sets of the head
and the two ears were aligned independently using settings
“high, no pair selection”. These chunks were aligned using
method “point based, high” and a dense reconstruction performed on the whole dataset with geometry type “smooth”
and quality “medium”. With these settings we obtained watertight meshes suitable for acoustics, but the “smooth” setting possibly degraded quality by blending geometry reconstructed from slightly misaligned sets of photos. In order
to study better performance by sacrificing fully automatic
processing, we also processed the PSN datasets with geometry type “sharp” (postfixed sha). This setting does not
generate a watertight mesh but outputs all potential surfaces
which are consistent in subsets of photos. The most reliable
surface has been semi-manually extracted (Geomagic).
In contrast to the other methods, photogrammetry reconstructs the geometry only up to a scale factor. Therefore,
we manually scaled all meshes based on the average of
several manually measured distances. In order to exclude
9 Nikon D700 camera with AF-S 105 mm f/2.8 macro lens, aperture f/32
to maximize depth of field and Rayflash ring flash for fast shutter speed.
10 http://www.agisoft.ru

this source of error from the quantitative evaluation, we included the scale factor as a further optimization parameter
during the final alignment phase.

3.3. Data analysis
3.3.1

Ground-truth reference geometry

For the analysis of the scan performance, the exact shape
of the ears as ground-truth (GT) meshes is required. Approximations of the GT meshes were obtained for both ears
of each subject by creating negative impressions of the corresponding ear, and scanning the impressions with a highenergy industrial computer-tomography (CT) scanner [19].
Note that CT scanning is a volumetric method neither sensitive to the complexity of the surface nor prone to errors
arising from occlusion.
The impressions were made of silicone. In the impressions, skin is replaced by a homogeneous high-contrast impression material, yielding a large contrast in the CT scans.
Further, during the creation of impressions, body hair was
either pressed away or formed narrow canals which did not
affect the CT scanning. The effective accuracy of the CT
scans was “in the range of two to four voxels, i.e., 0.1 to
0.2 mm” [19], thus, approximately an order of magnitude
higher than those in the visual surface scans. For more details see [19].
3.3.2

Accuracy and Completeness

Our analysis of the scan performance is based on accuracy of a scan and the completeness [16]. The accuracy
represents the deviation of the scan relative to a GT mesh.
The completeness represents the percentage of the GT mesh
modeled by the scan.
For the accuracy, we calculated a signed distance map,
where for each vertex of the scan, the normal distance to the
nearest point of the GT mesh was calculated. Then, a normalized cumulative distance histogram of the absolute error
was calculated and the distance at the cumulative frequency
of 95% was defined as accuracy. In other words, accuracy
shows the maximum distance (in mm) between the scan and
the GT mesh for 95% of the vertices of the scan. Note that
95% corresponds to two standard deviations of the mean for
a normal distribution, and seems to be an appropriate cumulative frequency for our investigations.
For the completeness, we calculated the signed distance
map, where for each vertex of the GT mesh, the normal distance to the nearest point of the scan was calculated. Then,
a cumulative distance histogram was calculated and the percentage of points within an inlier threshold of 1 mm was defined as completeness. In other words, completeness shows
the percentage of points in the scan that are within 1 mm of
the GT mesh.

Note that the signed distance maps are later used for the
visualization of the comparison.
3.3.3

Ambient occlusion

The accuracy of triangulation-based scanners is dependent
on the triangulation-angle, i.e., the angle between the lines
of sight of sensor and projector (or other sensor for photogrammetry) to a scanned point on the object. The accuracy has a geometrical optimum at 90 degrees and decreases
with a decreasing triangulation-angle. Most of the scanning
methods have a cut-off angle (sometimes also expressed as
maximum depth-to-width ratio), below which the triangulation is not possible. The cut-off angle naturally limits
the scanning performance for objects with narrow passages,
which permit only small triangulation angles. In such cases,
scanners may fail and give no or erroneous data.
In an attempt to estimate the scan difficulty and to quantify the potential narrowness of a point on the reference geometry, we use ambient occlusion [15], a measure coined
by the computer graphics community. In principle, ambient
occlusion assigns every point a value between 0 and 1, indicating the fraction of directions over its hemisphere from
which the point is directly visible. An application of the ambient occlusion is shown in Fig. 1a where the GT mesh is
shown with the brightness corresponding to the ambient occlusion. In our study, ambient occlusion was calculated for
each GT mesh (per-vertex ambient occlusion filter, MeshLab11 ) and is used in further analysis of the errors.
3.3.4

Mesh preparation

The (raw) meshes obtained from the individual scanning
methods showed often obvious artifacts. Further, the resolution of the meshes varied between scanning methods. In
computational acoustics, a watertight mesh with a moderate polygon count is required. Thus, the raw meshes were
post-processed by the following procedure for all scans.
Meshes were cleaned by applying automatic corrections
(Mesh Doctor, Geomagic) repeatedly until the automatic
corrections did not find any issues any more. Small mesh
parts, not connected with the main mesh, and usually effect
of noise in the measurements, were removed by deleting everything but the largest connected component. Further, the
main mesh was manually trimmed to contain only the head,
removing, e.g., parts of the body and head-stabilizing posts.
In the main mesh, holes were filled with a curvature-based
method (Fill All, Geomagic) and the automatic corrections
(Mesh Doctor) were re-applied in order to fix issues potentially introduced by the filling. Finally, meshes were downsampled to 1 mm average edge length (Remesh, Geomagic)
and the automatic corrections were again applied in order
11 http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/

Figure 1. Right ear of S2: (a) GT mesh, brightness = ambient occlusion; (b) mesh scanned with MET, color = signed error (scan→GT); (c)
GT mesh analyzed for MET, color = signed error (GT→scan); (d) average signed error (GT→scan) over all scanning methods visualized
on the GT mesh.

Figure 2. Right ear of S2: Stacked histograms of signed errors.

front (F) or to back (B). This was done to particularly investigate the performance of scanning methods for the front
part of the pinna and was motivated by two aspects. First,
the front part of the pinna seems to be acoustically the most
relevant part [18] and thus we were interested most in the
scan performance for that part. Second, the back part of the
pinna, with its narrow passage between ear and head, might
yield problems in triangulation-based scanners, resulting in
a substantially worse scanning performance in that region
of the pinna. Note that also the cap might be a source of additional problems especially behind the ear. In an analysis
considering both parts of the pinna, the performance of the
scanning methods for the front part of the pinna might have
been overshadowed by the large problems in the back part
of the pinna.
Note that in the quantitative analysis, we focus on the
results for the front part of the pinna.
3.3.5

Figure 3. Absolute error GT→scan (25% and 75% quartiles and
average) as a function of occlusion averaged over all scans. Note
the increasing error with decreasing visibility.

to fix issues potentially created by the down-sampling, like
highly creased edges or spikes.
The post-processing procedure for the GT meshes was
a different one. In these meshes, air bubbles have been
removed and filled (see [19] for more details), and the results were then down-sampled to an average edge length of
0.35 mm (Fig. 1a).
For the quantitative analysis, all meshes were divided
into two parts by assigning each vertex in a mesh either to

Alignment

In order to compare two meshes, they must be in the same
coordinate system. This was achieved by aligning the
scanned meshes to the coordinate system of the GT mesh.
The aligning was done by human-guided pre-alignment
with a subsequent iterative closest point (ICP, e.g., [3]) optimization. For the pre-alignment, manual registration was
performed by manually selecting up to nine corresponding
points (Manual Registration, Geomagic) and then automatically fit based on geometry (Best Fit Alignment, Geomagic)
with the options “fine adjustments only” and “automatic deviator elimination”. For the fine-alignment, a customized
version of the ICP algorithm was used based on the optimization by Chen and Medioni [3]. Each vertex of the scan
was matched to the nearest vertex on the GT mesh within
a radius of 3 mm. Matches of backsides of thin structures
were avoided by removing all boundary vertices and ver-

Meth. Scan Time
MET
60 min
MIN
45 min
BRE* 20‐30min
ZSC
40 min
ART*
8 min
Pxy
10 min

MM
no
4s
2‐4 s
yes
yes
yes

Comfort
very low
medium
medium
med‐high
high
high

Post Time
60 min
60‐120min
N/A
10 min
10‐20 min
40‐120min

Manual Input
Potential
when alignment fails
low
yes, alignment
low
yes, aid alignment
low
only define volume medium
yes, aid alignment
high
no
high

Table 1. Potential of methods based on practical factors. Methods
marked with ∗ were scanned by professionals. MM=May Move.

ART and Pxy have the highest potential since the scan
time was among the lowest and the subjects could move
to a certain extent. Nevertheless, we ranked ART slightly
lower, since it required some manual post processing.
Note that post-processing time has only a low relevance
for our future application, as long as it can be performed
mostly automatically.

4.1. Vertex-specific evaluation
tices with differences in the normals larger than 45◦ . The
matches were weighted by two factors. First, the difference in the local curvatures, calculated for both meshes with
the algebraic point-set surfaces method [5] and weighted by
a Gaussian. This weight reduces the impact of dissimilar
local structures potentially introduced by scanning errors.
Second, the square root of the ambient occlusion term [15]
of the GT mesh. This weight reduces the impact of occluded
regions, which were assumed to be more error prone and
thus to affect the matching quality. Note that only the front
part of the GT mesh and only vertices of the scan mesh that
were not created by hole filling were used for the alignment.
All aligned meshes were trimmed to the approximate
size as the GT mesh.

4. Results and discussion
By scanning the same subjects with different scanning
methods under comparable conditions, valuable practical
experience has been gained, revealing the relevant factors
for our future application. Table 1 summarizes the most important factors.
The average scan time was in many cases larger than the
time required in acoustic HRTF measurements. Note, however, that all scans were made ad-hoc with only few preliminary tests and would probably last shorter for experienced
operators. In Table 1, the comfort for the scanned subject
is based on a combination of the required scan time and
whether the subject were allowed to move or not. For example, MET showed the largest scanning time of all tested
methods, and the subjects were not allowed to move at all
during the full scan, rendering this method as impracticable
for our future application.
The non-hand-held scanners (BRE and MIN) did not allow the subjects to move during each single sub-scan, but
the subjects were allowed to move in between. However,
the long scan time and the required manual input for the
post processing show a low potential for these methods.
Although the total scan time of ZSC is large, the time
was dominated by computation time between the scans. The
actual scan time where the subject had to remain seated was
approximately 6 minutes each for head and ears, rendering the process more convenient and yielding thus a higher
overall potential.

The error analysis is visualized by showing the signed
distance map on the meshes encoded by the color (inspired
by [4]). The visualization for an exemplary ear (right ear
of S2) is shown in Fig. 1b and c. Negative distances (going
into the object) smaller than −3 mm, exact matches (within
±0.1 mm), and positive distances (above the surface) larger
than 3 mm are encoded by the colors blue, green, and red,
respectively. Values between those ranges are encoded by
a logarithmic gradient in the hue. The back parts (B) of
the pinna are shown in reduced saturation. Note that two
meshes are shown. Fig. 1b shows the signed distances calculated for each vertex of the scan and represents the accuracy. Fig. 1c shows the signed distances calculated for each
vertex of the GT mesh on which the completeness measure
is based. Fig. 2 shows the same data in histogram form.
The error analysis revealed that the accuracy in the region of the ear lobe was large for most scanning methods.
In order to evaluate this issue more specifically, a signed
distance map was calculated as the average over all scanning methods and is shown in Fig. 1d. Indeed, the earlobe
seems to show a large deviation from the GT mesh even
when averaged over all scanning methods. Since the scans
were performed in different sessions and on different days,
it is rather unlikely that every scanning method resulted in
such a way. We rather assume that the impression made for
the GT mesh had a bias caused by the pose of the subject required to create the impression (lying on the side). Also, the
errors seem to be large at the parts with narrow cavities and
the backside of the ear, indicating that all scanning methods
had difficulties scanning these parts.
Figure 3 shows the accuracy error as a function of occlusion averaged over all scans. The accuracy error clearly
increases for decreasing visibility, showing that indeed all
scanning methods had problems scanning more occluded
parts of the geometry like narrow cavities. It seems like
ambient occlusion is an appropriate metric to estimate the
scanning performance when a GT mesh is not available.

4.2. Scan-specific evaluation
Table 2 shows the accuracy and completeness for all ears
and scans. Further, the performance is provided for each ear
averaged over the scanning methods (bottom row) and for
each scanning method averaged over the subjects (secondright column). Finally, the performance is provided for the
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S2 L
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S3 L

S3 R

avg S1‐3

Plaster

95% 1mm acc c[%] acc c[%] acc c[%] acc c[%] acc c[%] acc c[%] acc c[%] acc c[%]

ART
BRE_raw
BRE_pro
MET
MET 2
MET_2
MIN
MIN_ho
ZSC
PSN_sha
PSN
PSF
PSP
PMN
PMF
PMP
PUN
PUF
PUP
average

2.16
2.17
1.99
1.45
1.34
2.18
1.94
1.76

60.8
58.0
64.7
80.8
83.3
76.3
60.5
83.1

1.74
2.05
2.19
1.58
1.68
2.05
2.40
1.28
1.45
1.46 75.0 1.75
1.48 75.0 1.90
1
1.82
82 68
68.4
4 2
2.19
19

80.0
68.5
61.3
76.8
75.4
75.4
62.4
89.2
84.2
76.6
69.6
61
61.6
6

2.18
1.43
1.46
1.95
1.93
2.09
2.03
1.23
1.76
1.98
1.92
1
1.79
79
1.78
1.86
2.74
1.96
2.80
2.94
1.80 71.4 1.86 73.4 1.99

74.0
85.9
86.5
67.4
70.8
80.1
70.2
90.1
84.3
78.7
78.9
71
71.2
2
69.9
64.9
59.0
63.5
54.0
52.0
72.3

2.61
1.64
1.64
1.40
1.42
1.86
1.79
1.45
2.29
2.41
2.62
2
2.28
28
1.44
1.96
2.17
1.97
2.27
2.64
1.99

81.2
82.8
82.7
85.2
84.9
81.1
74.1
88.2
63.3
65.5
54.1
66
66.3
3
80.8
70.2
66.5
70.7
60.9
49.8
72.7

2.22
1.61
2.27
1.72
1.46
1.86
2.50
1.46
1.82
1.81
2.02
2
2.13
13
1.93
1.93

77.2
81.4
78.9
85.5
90.5
79.4
66.5
82.8
85.9
83.7
79.0
77
77.0
0
73.9
73.0

1.56
1.41
1.61
1.27
1.25
1.67
1.84
0.99
1.17
1.31
1.64
1
1.29
29
2.08
1.58

80.3
82.8
79.2
86.8
87.6
74.1
70.9
86.3
86.9
84.8
78.7
81
81.4
4
76.7
75.3

2.07
3.23
3.19
2.07

75.9
55.3
54.7
76.5

2.28
3.13
3.17
1.72

69.0
52.5
52.8
76.8

2.08
1.72
1.86
1.56
1.52
1.95
2.08
1.36
1.70
1.78
1.93
1
1.92
92
1.80
1.83
2.46
2.07
2.86
2.98
1.90

75.6
76.6
75.6
80.4
82.1
77.7
67.4
86.6
80.9
77.4
72.5
71
71.0
0
75.3
70.8
62.7
69.8
55.7
52.3
73.9

0.21
0.08
0.07
0.50

98.9
99.5
99.5
95.0

0.22 99.8
0.34 99.1
0.36 97.3

8.78
2.38
1.47
1.44

76.9
79.8
88.7
93.5

Table 2. Accuracy (acc in mm) and completeness (c in %) for the
front part of the ears. Column avg S1–3: accuracy and completeness averaged over all scans of the living ears. Plaster: accuracy
and completeness for the plaster ears. Color indicates the rank in
each column (red: worst, green: best, grey: dataset not available).

plaster ear (rightmost column).
Note that the individual histograms used for calculation of the accuracy and completeness are provided on
our project website12 , where in browser-based graphics and
plots further aspects of our data analysis can be explored.
The charts on the website further allow to modify the parameters used to calculate the accuracy and completeness,
and provide an interactive ranking of the scanning methods
evaluated in this study.
In the conditions depicted in Table 2, ZSC shows the
smallest average accuracy error and the largest average
completeness. It is followed by MET which is surprising,
since one would assume registration problems because of
the fixed coordinate system and inevitable head movements
in that method. Obviously, these problems did not substantially affect the results. BRE yielded also a high performance on average. These averages are, however, clearly
biased by the poor results for S1, indicating that while BRE
might be generally capable of yielding better performance,
some problem occurred in our scans on a subject-individual
basis. Interestingly, the less processed raw version is on average more accurate and complete than the processed version. ART yielded a lower performance on average, which
might be a result of tracking problems during the scans.
This method uses only the scanned geometry for position
tracking and an additional attachment of unique geometric features might improve the results. Note that the current version of the software is capable of additional texture
tracking which could also improve the results.
The best average accuracy was 1.36 mm (ZSC) and the
best average completeness was 86.6% (also ZSC). This is
12 http://locaphoto.vrvis.at/eval/

in contrast to the plaster model, for which the accuracy was
0.34 mm and completeness was 99.1% for the corresponding scanning method. Also, the performance averaged over
all scanning methods showed a substantially better accuracy and larger completeness for the plaster ear (1.44 mm;
93.5%) than for the living ears (1.90 mm; 73.9%). Such a
striking difference might be caused by the non-rigidity of
the living ear, by the optical differences in material between
skin and plaster, as well as by the possibility to conveniently
scan the plaster ear from all directions. This difference also
clearly demonstrates the challenge when in vivo scanning
the ears.
As an interesting side-effect, we found that BRE, MIN,
and ART performed in particular well on the plaster ear,
which might indicate that these scanners—especially when
combined with turntables—have been optimized for scanning rigid objects.
In several of the conditions, photogrammetry performed
worse than the other scanners, especially on the undecorated ear (PUy conditions). This might indicate, that the ear
has too few features on its own for reliable stereo matching. A further source of error might have been alignment
difficulties between groups of photos and the subsequent
blending of these misalignments (the “smooth geometry”
option). Indeed, additional tests with the “sharp” option—
which does not perform the blending step but requires manual interventions—yielded much better results, suggesting
that the automatic alignment was not the optimal choice.
With manual intervention and the “sharp” option, the accuracy and completeness was in the range of those for other
3-D scanning methods. Note, however, that the photogrammetry results might be biased, since we allowed to optimize
the scale factor during the alignment phase. Without this
optimization the results were significantly worse, indicating
that a good metric calibration is mandatory.
The professional camera equipment (PxN conditions)
yielded better results than the conditions using the pocket
and cell-phone cameras. This is probably because of better
lighting conditions since this was the only method using a
flash. With an appropriate flash, the smaller cameras might
have yielded better results because of their small aperture
and therefore potentially larger depth of field. In addition,
the better performance may also be due to the larger amount
of photos taken with the professional camera.
The reliability of a scanning method can be investigated
by comparing the performance for the left and right ears of
a subject. While it would be tempting to conclude that most
of our scanning methods yielded reliable results, the comparison is based on only three subjects, with an unknown
number of outliers (scans may occasionally fail). What is
clear is that the scanning results depend on many factors,
and the scanning skills of the operator have a large impact
on the results, especially for hand-held scanners.

5. Conclusions
This study investigated the quality of pinna meshes acquired with various scanning methods. The quality was expressed in terms of accuracy and completeness with respect
to ground-truth meshes of the corresponding ears. Our results show that scanning living ears is indeed difficult and
the results are generally poorer than scanning plaster impressions of the same ears. The vertex-specific analysis
showed that narrow cavities and the backside of the ear have
been captured with large errors, probably caused by the simple curvature-based interpolation of holes in raw meshes.
Advanced interpolation schemes are necessary to reduce the
errors in these regions.
Also, our evaluation shows that the best scanners in
terms of accuracy are unacceptable in terms of practicability. Methods PSN sha or ZSC seem to be promising and
yielding already now acceptable results. Note that this does
not necessarily mean that the other scanners are not suitable. All scans were performed in an ad-hoc setup leaving
room for improvements in the future. In addition, scanners
evolve and might perform better now.
The main problems are a practical combination of reliable alignment and short scanning time. While the necessary accuracy for acoustic simulations has yet to be clarified, the photogrammetry using professional equipment,
and reliable alignment seems to provide potential for an applicable method for HRTF simulations in the future.
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